




1. He is working hard to success for the examination.

1. For succeeding

2. For success off

3. To succeed in

4. For success into

5. No correction 

required



2.   The company had decided for normal its relation with its clientele.

1. Has decided to normal

2. Has decided to normalise

3. Have decided normalisation

4. Has decided in normalising

5. No correction required



3. The crowd which has gather to protest against the decision 

slowly returned to their homes.

1. Which had gathered

2. Which have gather

3. Gathering up

4. Which gathers around

5. No correction required



4.   We had five fingers in each hand.

1. have five fingers for

2. had five fingers on

3. have five finger in

4. have five fingers on

5. No correction required



6. Everyday we hear about (A)/ senior citizens(B)/ being 

robbed (c)/and even kill in cold blood. (d) / NE

SOLUTION-

PART D

even killed



7.   Ravi Shankar’s (A)/performance was given (B)/ a standing   

ovation by the(C) / people who has come to hear him.(D)/      

NE

SOLUTION

PART D-

had come to hear



8.   When Bear Grills stayed at an African jungle/ he chose to 

put up with many inconveniences such as/ wild animals 

and poisonous insects./ NE

SOLUTION

NO ERROR



9. Ann received the(A) promotion instead of Susan(B) / as 

Ann is senior than Susan in age (C) / though Susan had  

worked there before Ann. (D) / NE

SOLUTION

PART C-

senior to Susan



10. A unique feature of a mobile phone(a) / is that it enables 

seamless telephone calls even(b) / when the user are 

moving (c)/ around wide areas.(d) / NE

SOLUTION

PART C-

users are moving



11.   A) A start-up, to be successful, requires a unique concept, 

capabilities, capital and culture

B) These mangoes is too cheap to be good.

C) I intended to have punished him yesterday.

D) None is correct

Option A

Explanation:

(ii) is=>are

(iii) I intended to punish him yesterday.



Globalisation based on the mechanistic world view / also attempts to integrate 

nations through/ the concept of the world with one market./

I- Globalisation based on the mechanistically world view

II- also attempt to integrate nations through

III- the concept of the world as one market.

1. Only I

2. Only II

3. Only I and III

4. Only III

5 No correction required



The Governor is understood to have accepted (I)/ Mr. Harihar Singh’s 

resignation but asked him to continue(II) / till alternative arrangement 

were made.(III) /

I- The Governor is understood to have accept

II- Mr. Harihar Singh’s resignation but ask him to

continue

III- till alternative arrangements were made

1. Only I and II

2. Only II and III

3. Only III

4. All I, II and III

5. No correction required



The situation in the Gulf has been brewed / since a few months now and 

there / can be multiple ways to read it.

I- The situation in the Gulf has been brewing

II- for a few months now and there

III- can be multiple way to read it.

1. Only I and II

2. Only I and III

3. Only II and III

4. Only I

5. All I, II and III



On Thursday, the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) admitted a / 

plea made with a consortium of lenders to initiate bankruptcy / 

proceedings for the grounded Jet Airways. /

I- On Thursday, the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) 

admit a

II- plea made by a consortium of lenders to initiate bankruptcy

III- proceedings against the grounded Jet Airways.

1. Only I and II

2. Only II and III

3. Only I and III

4. Only II

5. All I, II and III



Einstein was expressing his doubts of / quantum physics, which suggests sub-

atomic particles / behave randomly and probabilistically. /

I- Einstein was expressing his doubts about

II- quantum physics, which suggest sub-atomic particles

III- behaves randomly and probabilistically.

1. Only I and II

2. Only II

3. Only III

4. Only I

5. No correction required



______________ I would have been able to read for a while before 

bed time.

1.  If the room was brighter 

2. if the room are brighter

3.  If the room had been brighter

4. when the room was brighter

5. if the room is brighter



Handicrafts constitute an important ____________ of the 

decentralized sector of India’s economy and __________ employment 

to over six million artisans.

1. factor, aims

2. segment, provides

3. extension, plants

4. period, projects

5. element, retards



In one shocking instance of ________ research, one of the nations' most 

influential researchers in the field of genetics reported on experiments that 

were never carried out and published __________  scientific papers on his 

non-existent work.

A. comprehensive, abstract

B. theoretical, challenging

C. fraudulent, deceptive

D. erroneous, impartial

E. spontaneous, false



While the world was _________ to the happenings in Washington and 

New York, America’s political class was _______________ by the 

attacks.

1. watching, worried

2. alert, concerned

3. averse, excited

4. glued, devastated

5. unaware, shocked



I am no bird; and no net _______ me: I am a free human being with 

an ____ will.

1. Ensnares, Independent

2. Detaches, Reliant

3. Liberates, Powerful

4. Implicates, Sufficient

5. Enmesh, Resilient



Donald Trump has unleashed an extraordinary ________ of criticism 

against several of his own top officials, accusing senior members of 

the Department of Justice (DoJ) of having __________ of interest and 

expressing regret that he had appointed Jeff Sessions as US attorney 

general.

1. Bombardment, chaos

2. Twaddle, chaos

3. Pile, clashes

4. Torrent, disputes

5. Barrage, conflict


